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Abstract: There is a substantial opportunity to lift feed utilization and profitability on pasture-based
dairy systems through both increased pasture monitoring accuracy and frequency. The first objective
of this experiment was to determine the impact of the number of electronic rising plate meter
(RPM) readings and walking pattern on the accuracy of the RPM to determine pasture biomass.
The second objective was to evaluate current satellite technology (i.e., small CubeSats and traditional
large satellites) in combination with the electronic RPM as an accurate tool for systematic pasture
monitoring. The experiment was conducted from October to December 2019 at Camden, Australia.
Two experimental paddocks, each of 1.1 ha, were sown with annual ryegrass and monitored with an
electronic RPM integrated with Global Navigation Satellite System and with two different satellites
(Planet CubeSats and Sentinel-2 satellite). Here we show that 70 RPM readings achieve a ± 5% error
in the pasture biomass estimations (kg DM/ha), with no effect of the walking pattern on accuracy.
The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) derived from satellites showed a good correlation
with pasture biomass estimated using the electronic RPM (R2 0.74–0.94). Satellite pasture biomass
and growth rate estimations were similar to RPM in one regrowth period but underestimated by
≈20% in the other. Our results also reveal that the accuracy of uncalibrated satellites (i.e., biomass
estimated using NDVI to kg DM/ha standard equations) is low (R2 0.61, RMSE 566–1307 kg DM/ha).
However, satellites calibrated with a RPM showed greater accuracy in the estimations (R2 0.72,
RMSE 255 kg DM/ha). Current satellite technology, when used with the electronic RPM, has the
potential to not only reduce the time required to monitor pasture biomass manually but provide
finer scale measurements of pasture biomass within paddocks. Further work is required to test this
hypothesis, both spatially and temporally.

Keywords: digital agriculture; precision dairy farming; grazing; remote sensing

1. Introduction

Feed accounts for more than 50% of total dairy farm costs on average in Australia [1]. As the annual
pasture utilization (pasture ingested per cows per hectare) is positively associated with profitability [2,3],
methods to increase this utilization should improve the overall farm business performance. In this
regard, there is a substantial opportunity for most commercial farms to lift profitability, given the large
gap between current and potential pasture utilization [4–6]. Accurate measurement and allocation of
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pasture can increase milk production by ≈10%, mainly by utilizing the pasture that otherwise would
be wasted [7]. However, the proportion of farms that conduct daily measurements of pasture for better
grazing management decision making is small, and even fewer use or have any technology for this
purpose [8].

From the technologies currently available for pasture monitoring, the rising plate meter (RPM)
is the most used [9]. This device consists of a handle and a plate that slides over a shaft. When
placed over the pasture canopy, it measures the height (in half centimeters) of the compressed pasture
material between the plate and the ground. Compressed height is then converted into pasture biomass
(kg DM/ha) using a calibration equation that changes according to pasture species and time of the year or
season. As this technology requires an operator to walk across paddocks taking multiple measurements
(usually weekly), it is often perceived by farmers and farm managers to be time-consuming and
impractical for monitoring the whole farm [10]. Therefore, and given the variability in biomass that
exists within a paddock [5,11], the challenge with RPM use is to obtain an accurate estimate of pasture
biomass, minimizing labor requirements.

Regarding this, the minimum number of measurements required per paddock at a given time
(i.e., RPM readings) impacts the accuracy of biomass estimation. Previous research conducted in
New Zealand by García [12] showed that increasing the number of readings per paddock (to up to
90–100 readings) minimized the error of the average pasture biomass estimations (in comparison
to the ‘true’average of that paddock). Other studies have estimated that the minimum readings
needed is around 50 [13] and that between 50 and 80 readings are required to achieve the maximum
accuracy [14]. However, none of these studies were designed specifically to answer which is the
minimum number of readings per paddock required. Additionally, the impact of the walking pattern
(routes) to use when taking the RPM readings remains unknown. A potential strategy would be to use
a standard grid approach; however, in practice, farmers use more convenient patterns across paddocks
to obtain a reliable estimate of pasture biomass while minimizing the duration of the task. Despite this,
the association between the pattern of RPM use and the accuracy has not been explored previously.
In this regard, the integration of the RPM with Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and
user-friendly mapping tools [15] provides new opportunities to efficiently collect and easily process
large amounts of data to fill this knowledge gap.

In contrast to the RPM, the use of satellites for monitoring pastures allows dairy farmers to
monitor large areas with little to no labor required. However, constraints associated with the pixel size
(spatial resolution) and the frequency of data collection (temporal resolution) have prevented the more
widespread application of this technology [16]. Additionally, there are other limitations such as the
weather conditions (i.e., high cloud cover) that prevent optical satellite imagery from being used, or the
saturation observed with high plant density when some specific vegetation indices are used [17]. Most of
the previous research conducted in Australia and New Zealand used satellite images with relatively
low temporal and spatial resolution [10,18–20]. This might not be adequate to achieve consistent and
accurate pasture measurements that fulfill the farmer’s needs [21]. Recent improvements in spatial and
temporal resolution, image processing and data analysis techniques, and image costs [22,23] position
satellites as a potentially practical and reliable technology for monitoring pasture.

There is also a gap to further explore the integration of satellite-derived data with data from other
sensors. In New Zealand, Romera et al. [24] proposed using a software tool that integrates weather
data and historic pasture biomass to predict future pasture growth rate and biomass. The predictions
could then be used to fill gaps of missing data, for example, when the satellite has a low temporal
resolution or if images are not available due to high cloud cover. Additionally, research conducted
in Australia suggested that pasture height measurements combined with vegetation indices could
improve the accuracy of pasture biomass estimations [25,26]. These findings highlight that it might be
possible to measure pasture height, for example, using an electronic RPM with a positioning system,
and use it to calibrate the satellite data more efficiently and accurately.
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The objectives of our experiment were two-fold. The first was to quantify the effect of the number
of readings and the walking pattern on the accuracy of the electronic RPM to monitor pasture at a
paddock level. The second was to assess current satellite technology in combination with the RPM
as a tool for systematic pasture monitoring to reduce the requirement to walk the farm regularly.
We hypothesized that there is a minimum number of plate readings that maximize accuracy that could
be located between 50 and 100 readings, despite the walking pattern. Additionally, we hypothesized
that current satellite technology could be utilized in combination with the electronic RPM to monitor
pastures accurately.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design

The experiment was conducted from October to December 2019 at the University of Sydney’s dairy
farm ‘Corstorphine’ located at Camden, New South Wales, Australia (34◦024S, 150◦655E) (Figure 1).
Two experimental paddocks (P1 and P2) sown with annual ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum Lam.) in autumn
(April), each with an area of 1.1 ha, were used. The paddocks were cut for silage at approximately 5 cm
height on 1 and 30 October, respectively.

Figure 1 

 

 
Figure 1. Location of the two paddocks evaluated in the study at the University of Sydney’s dairy farm
(Camden, New South Wales, Australia). Maps were created using ArcMap™.
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2.2. Data Collection and Management

2.2.1. Rising Plate Meter

After cutting for silage, compressed pasture height (0.5 cm height units) was measured using
an EC20 Jenquip (Fielding, New Zealand) electronic RPM every 2 days, and over two regrowth
periods (R1 and R2). This RPM works with a smartphone integrated with an internal GNSS receiver
(accuracy could range from 0.05 to 5.5 m depending on the smartphone model) [27], which allowed
us to collate the compressed pasture height for each plate meter recording and associated position.
Following a systematic pattern of eight premarked transects, 240 readings were taken on average by
the same operator from each paddock and date. Markers were situated on the border of paddocks
at set intervals to ensure consistency in the location of the transects. This allowed us to construct
the different walking patterns analyzed in the experiment easily (Figure 2). For the calibration cuts,
we selected each week, three areas with high, medium, and low pasture availability. Compressed
height and pasture biomass cuts above ground level within a 0.25 m2 quadrant were taken to create the
equations required to convert RPM readings into kg DM/ha. We collected three pasture subsamples
from each area, which were weighed in the paddock, immediately refrigerated, and oven-dried at
80 ◦C to constant weight to determine DM content.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the different walking patterns evaluated: Zigzag (•); M = M-shape
(•), V = V-shape (•); LR = left to right transects (•); RL = right to left transects (•); T = individual
transects (•). Numbers indicate the different repetitions within each pattern evaluated.

2.2.2. Satellite Images

Open-source satellite images for the period of the experiment were available from the European
Space Agency earth observation mission Sentinel-2 [28]. Images type ‘Level-2A’ (bottom of the
atmosphere corrected) were extracted using Copernicus Open Access Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.
eu/). The mission started in 2015 and provides multispectral imagery for land monitoring from a
constellation of two large polar-orbiting satellites. Sentinel-2 imagery contains 13 spectral bands in the
visible and near infra-red and the short-wave infrared. The spatial resolution varies for each band,
being 10 m for the blue, green, red, and near infra-red bands and 20 or 60 m for the rest. The temporal
resolution of the combined constellation is 5 days in mid-latitudes. Images were filtered automatically
according to the proportion of cloud cover using the cloud cover filter tool. For R1 and R2, there were
four images (from a total of 10 available) with high cloud cover that could not be utilized for the
analysis (12 and 17 October, and 16 and 21 November) (Table 1).

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/
https://scihub.copernicus.eu/
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Table 1. Number of days with satellite images available, discarded due to high cloud cover and utilized
in the study. Details provided for Sentinel-2 and Planet CubeSats for each regrowth period.

Images
R1 R2

Sentinel-2 Planet Sentinel-2 Planet

Available 4 11 6 20
High cloud cover 2 2 2 7

Utilized 2 9 4 13

R1: regrowth 1, R2: regrowth 2.

Additionally, commercial satellite imagery from Planet Labs Inc. (San Francisco, CA, USA) was
available through the Planet’s Education Research Program [29]. Since 2016, this company operates
PlanetScope, a constellation of 130 CubeSats (i.e., small cubic satellites) that collect multispectral
imagery of the entire earth with a potential temporal resolution of ≈1 day (depending on location and
atmospheric conditions) and a spatial resolution of 3.7 m. We utilized ‘PlanetScope Analytic Ortho Tile’
images, a product that has been orthorectified and has radiometric and sensor corrections, suitable for
value-added image processing such as vegetation indices. Nine images were discarded from a total of
31 available due to high cloud cover (corresponding to dates 5 and 7 October and 11, 15, 16, 20, 24,
28, and 30 November). We calculated the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [30] using
bands 4 and 8 for Sentinel-2 and bands 3 and 4 for Planet (red and near infra-red bands, respectively,
for both satellites).

2.3. Data Collation and Processing

Data preparation, image processing, and statistical analyses were performed with R software
version 3.6.2 (www.r-project.org/).

2.3.1. RPM and Satellite Calibrations

Weekly calibration samples were used to convert RPM compressed height into biomass (kg DM/ha).
We used linear regression equations with samples pooled within regrowth period. Planet and Sentinel-2
satellites were calibrated using the calibrated RPM. We selected only images having an RPM reading
the same date of acquisition (Planet) or within ± 2 days (Sentinel-2) for converting satellite NDVI
values into kg DM/ha. This was done to avoid penalizing either Sentinel-2 with additional missing
data points (if RPM readings were taken on the same day); or Planet with time differences between
acquisition and ground measurements (if readings were taken every 2 days). From each paddock
and date, the NDVI values corresponding to the particular positioning of every single plate reading
were extracted. Paddocks were divided into four sectors having around 60 plate readings (sectors
corresponding to transects 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, and 7-8 in Figure 2), and the average NDVI and the kg DM/ha
(derived from the calibrated RPM) of those sectors were calculated. These values were then used to fit
different exponential equations that were, in turn, utilized to convert NDVI data (from all satellite
images available throughout the experiment) into kg DM/ha.

2.3.2. Minimum Number of RPM Readings

A new dataset was created to calculate the minimum number of RPM readings required for
maximum accuracy. We did this by sampling RPM observations from each date, paddock, and transect
from the initial dataset. The process consisted of sampling incrementally random observations from
the eight transects up to the maximum possible, based on the transect having the minimum number of
plate readings. For example, for P1 on day one, the minimum number of readings in a transect was 30;
therefore, the process started sampling randomly one point per transect in the first iteration (i.e., eight
points for the whole paddock) up to 30 points per transect in the last iteration (240 points in the whole
paddock). We repeated each iteration 10 times and conducted the whole process for every date and
paddock. This method allowed us to calculate the average kg DM/ha for n number of readings (i.e., 8,

www.r-project.org/
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16, 32, up to 240), and the difference in the percentage of n with the average of the whole paddock
(i.e., the average of biomass after 240 readings, considered as the control mean).

2.3.3. Walking Pattern Analysis

A new dataset was created based on the initial dataset to test the effect of different walking patterns
on the accuracy of the measurements. The process used the transects to build different walking patterns
simulating possible farm scenarios (i.e., zigzag, M and V-shape, left-right, right-left, and individual
transects) (Figure 2). The pattern zigzag, which contained all the possible readings, was considered as
the control mean.

2.3.4. Calibration Methodology Comparison

We considered the calibrated RPM as the control and compared it with uncalibrated RPM, satellite
calibrated with calibrated and uncalibrated RPM, and uncalibrated satellite. Uncalibrated RPM refers to
the use of standardized equations previously developed to convert RPM height into kg DM/ha. In this
regard, we tested daily equations for the same pasture species at the same site [31], monthly equations
provided by the manufacturer [32], and the annual equation widely utilized in the industry [33]
(Table 2). Satellite evaluation included estimations using our methodology (i.e., satellite calibrated
with calibrated RPM), satellite calibrated with an uncalibrated RPM (using the three standardized
equations above-mentioned), and uncalibrated satellite, which refers to the satellite calibrated using
NDVI to biomass equations previously published for Australia [25] and the United States [34] (Table 3).
Due to the small number of observations, we could not use Sentinel-2 satellite and only conducted this
comparison for Planet satellite.

Table 2. Standardized calibration equations evaluated for converting rising plate meter (RPM)
compressed height into pasture biomass (kg DM/ha).

Month Day
RPM

Daily 1 Monthly 2 Annual 3

October 1–13 y = 104h
y = 115h + 850

y = 140h+ 500

14–20 y = 103h
21–31 y = 102h

November 1–3 y = 102h

y = 120h + 1000
4–10 y = 101h

11–17 y = 100h
18–24 y = 99h
25–30 y = 98h

December 1–8 y = 98h

y = 140h + 1200
9–15 y = 97h

16–22 y = 96h
23–30 y = 95h

31 y = 94h

RPM = rising plate meter; h = compressed height (cm); 1 Daily calibration equations developed in Camden
(Australia) by Garcia et al. [31]; 2 and 3 Monthly and annual calibration equations provided by the RPM manufacturer.

Table 3. Different standardized calibration equations for converting normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) into pasture biomass (kg DM/ha) evaluated in the study.

Item Equation

Uncalibrated satellite 1 y = 10.05e7.82∗NDVI

Uncalibrated satellite 2 y = 111.44e4.08∗NDVI

Uncalibrated satellite 3 y = 96.36e4.96∗NDVI

Uncalibrated satellite 4 y = 71.35e4.88∗NDVI

Uncalibrated satellite 5 y = 69.63e4.61∗NDVI

NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index; Uncalibrated satellite 1 to 4 = NDVI to biomass calibration
equations published for Australia by MLA [25]; Uncalibrated satellite 5 = NDVI to biomass calibration equation
published for the United States by Insua et al. [34].
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2.4. Statistical Analysis

For the RPM and satellite calibrations, linear and exponential regressions per regrowth period
were used, respectively. We used models with observations pooled per regrowth (and not weekly)
because they had a lower Akaike information criterion (AIC) and a higher coefficient of determination
(R2). Linear regressions for the RPM were set to intercept zero to avoid negative biomass values
that would affect the results. For the calibration methodology comparison, we performed linear
regressions between each of the methodologies previously described (considered as the predicted
value) and the calibrated RPM as the control (actual value). A similar approach was used for the
walking pattern analysis, where for every date and paddock, the average of each pattern analyzed
was considered as the predicted value and the zigzag pattern as the actual value. We assessed the
models using R2, which measures the variance of the dependent variable explained by the independent
variable, and with the root mean square error (RMSE), which indicates the spread of the residuals
in absolute value around the estimated curve. For the assessment of the minimum number of RPM
readings, we calculated for each reading the confidence intervals (95%). The confidence interval’s
upper and lower limits were fitted into a smoothed curve using locally estimated scatterplot smoothing
(LOESS) [35].

3. Results

3.1. Calibration Equations

Figure 3 shows the calibration equations between pasture biomass (kg DM/ha), the electronic
RMP, and the two satellites. The variance in biomass explained by RPM height was high for R1 and
R2 (R2 0.83 and 0.82, respectively); however, there was a difference in the slopes between R1 and R2
(y = 14.96x and y = 18.95x) (Figure 3). For Planet satellite, the regressions between NDVI and pasture
biomass were similar in the amount of variance explained for both regrowth periods (R2 0.77 and
R2 0.74), but there was a clear difference in the estimates of the exponential equations (y = 12.13e6.35x

and y = 366.59e2.1x). Contrarily, for Sentinel-2, NDVI explained a higher variation of pasture biomass
for R1 than for R2 (R2 0.94 and R2 0.73), mainly because of an extreme high NDVI value. Additionally,
there was a clear difference in the equation estimates (y = 35.66e4.65x and y = 367e1.89x).
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3.2. Minimum Number of RPM Readings

As expected, increasing the number of RPM readings reduced the error associated with pasture
biomass in relation to the paddock’s mean (Figure 4). In total, 27, 70, and 184 plate readings were
required to achieve an error of 10%, 5%, and 2% from the control paddock mean (confidence interval of
95%). For every 10 units of increase in the RPM readings, and up to 40 readings, a 2.3% decrease in
pasture biomass error was observed. The decrease in error was reduced to 0.3% between 41 and 140
readings and remained almost constant (0.1%) over 140 readings. The total time required to sample a
paddock (1.1 ha) was, on average, 8 min 11 s (ranging from 6 min 14 s to 13 min 30 s), which represents
≈2.2 s per reading, on average.
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Figure 4. Effect of the number of readings on the accuracy of the rising plate meter. Zero represents the
pasture biomass of the paddock when all the readings of a specific date were averaged. The purple
area shows the confidence interval (CI, 95%). Confidence interval’s upper and lower limits values were
smoothed using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS).

3.3. Walking Pattern

Overall, we found little differences between the walking pattern analyzed and the paddock control
mean (full zigzag pattern), which could be observed in the goodness of fit of the regression equations
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shown in Figure 5. The R2 values ranged from 0.98 to 0.99 when sampling from left to right or from
right to left, from 0.97 to 0.99 for the V pattern, and from 0.993 to 0.995 for the M pattern. However,
for the individual transects, we observed a higher difference for transects 1 and 8 (R2 0.87 and 0.84,
respectively) in comparison to the other transects (between 0.96 and 0.98). The same is shown with the
RMSE values, which ranged from 52 to 55 kg DM/ha when sampling from left to right or from right to
left, from 45 to 79 kg DM/ha for the V pattern, and from 31 to 33 for the M pattern. However, transects
1 and 8 had higher RMSE (160 and 101 kg DM/ha, respectively) than the other transects (between 63
and 91 kg DM/ha).Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x 3 of 4 
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Figure 5. Linear regressions showing the coefficients of determination (R2) and root mean square error
(RMSE) of the different walking patterns evaluated and the zigzag pattern (considered as the control
mean). 1 to 8 = individual transects from 1 to 8 (•); LR = all left to right transects (•); M = two M-shape
patterns (•); RL = all right to left transects (•); V = four V-shape patterns (•).
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3.4. Pasture Biomass Estimations

Figure 6a shows the estimated pasture biomass per day and per regrowth for the RPM, Planet,
and Sentinel-2 satellites. Biomass curves for the three methods follow a similar pattern across time for
both R1 and R2. Figure 6b also shows the linear regressions fitted to the pasture biomass estimations,
with the slopes of the curves indicating the average daily pasture growth rates (kg DM/ha.d) for each
sensor in R1 and R2. We found that in R2, growth rates were relatively similar for the three methods;
however, in R1 growth rates were 20% lower for Planet in comparison to RPM and Sentinel-2. Growth
rates were 96, 92, and 75 kg DM/ha.d in R1 and 24, 17, and 24 kg DM/ha.d in R2 for RPM, Sentinel-2,
and Planet, respectively. The RMSE was higher for the satellites in comparison to the electronic RPM.
The RMSE was 87 and 265 kg DM/ha in R1 for RPM and Planet (Sentinel-2 had only two observations
and could not be calculated) and 47, 75, and 113 kg DM/ha in R2 for RPM, Sentinel-2, and Planet,
respectively. We observed a clear difference in the number of observations available for the satellites,
mainly due to differences in temporal resolution and cloud cover. For Sentinel-2 satellite, and out of a
net regrowth period of 53 days (R1 and R2), there were only two dates with observations for R1 and 4
for R2 (11% of the days). For Planet satellite, there were nine dates with observations for R1 and 13 for
R2 (42% of the days).
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3.5. Calibration Methodology Comparison

The calibration methodology assessment is shown in Figure 7. The use of the uncalibrated RPM
showed a good performance in comparison to the calibrated RMP (the experiment control). The R2

varied from 0.90 to 0.96, RMSE66 to 116 kg DM/ha, and slopes from 0.71 to 0.98. Satellite estimations
using the calibrated RPM (the proposed methodology for the satellites in this experiment) also showed
good performance (R2 0.72, RMSE255 kg DM/ha, slope 0.8). However, this was not very different
from calibrating the satellite using the uncalibrated RPM (R2 between 0.69 and 0.71, RMSE between
179 and 265 kg DM/ha, and slopes between 0.59 and 0.81). Contrarily, pasture biomass estimations
with uncalibrated satellites (i.e., using NDVI to biomass equations previously published) was poor
(R2 0.61, RMSEbetween 566 and 1307 kg DM/ha) and overestimated pasture biomass (slopes between
1.3 and 3.2).

 

Figure 7 

 

Figure 7. Linear regressions show the comparison of different calibration methodologies (DM/ha
estimated) against the calibrated rising plate meter (DM/ha Control). Uncalibrated RPM = rising
plate meter calibrated with standard equations (RPM 1: daily equation, RPM 2: monthly equation,
RPM 3: Annual equation). Satellite-calibrated RPM = satellite calibrated with a calibrated rising
plate meter. Satellite-uncalibrated RPM = satellite calibrated with a rising plate meter calibrated with
standardized equations. Uncalibrated satellite = satellite calibrated with a standard NDVI to biomass
equations. Observations for regrowth 1 (•) and regrowth 2 (N) are shown in the figures, together with
the regression equations, coefficients of determination (R2), and the root means square errors (RMSE).
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4. Discussion

Our results show that seventy RPM readings were sufficient for an acceptable level of accuracy of
the pasture cover on an individual 1.1 ha paddock (i.e., ≈64 readings/ha). We also found that over
140 RPM readings, there was a negligible variation from the paddock mean, with the error increasing
exponentially with less than 40 readings. Previously, García [12], using a different methodology
with perennial ryegrass pasture in New Zealand, reported that the error with respect to the final
mean (control) decreased up to about 90–100 readings per paddock (≈2.5 ha). In comparison to
our findings, these results were higher per paddock basis, but lower per hectare. In a previous
experiment conducted by Thomson et al. [14], several farms having between 36 and 112 paddocks
were monitored using 15 RPM readings per paddock. Based on the assessment of the standard error
obtained (350–450 kg DM/ha), the authors concluded that 15 readings were not enough and speculated
that between 50 and 80 measurements should be taken to obtain the most accurate estimation of
pasture biomass, which is similar to our results. Another experiment conducted in New Zealand [13]
measured 218 paddocks over 3 years, using 25–50 readings per paddock. The researchers concluded
that the high variability in biomass obtained was due to operator variations and differences in the
number of RPM readings. They also suggested that at least 50 readings per paddock are needed if the
operator is consistent. It is important to mention in all these studies, paddocks were grazed with cows,
whereas the paddocks in our experiment were cut for silage. Given that previous research has not
quantified the number of RPM with precision, it is possible that for grazed paddocks, with presumably
greater initial variability, more than 70 readings would be required to achieve a 5% error.

The distribution of the readings (in practice, the walking pattern implemented) may be of
importance if the RPM is used to link locally assessed biomass to calibrate data captured by remote
sensing. In our study, the walking pattern had little effect on RPM accuracy, suggesting that walking
across the middle of the paddock (on a typically rectangular and relatively homogenous paddock)
would enable an accurate estimation of the entire paddock biomass. However, conducting a farm
walk close to the borders of the paddocks increased the error, possibly due to edge effects. Thus,
a farmer that aims to achieve relatively high accuracy for the estimation of pasture biomass, should
take at least 70 RPM readings, equating to approximately one reading every second step, through
the middle of the paddock. This has positive practical implications if the RPM is used to calibrate
remote sensing-captured data, as it simplifies the task. If we consider an average farm with an area
of ≈150 ha [6] and 64 RPM readings/ha, the farmer will need to perform 9,600 readings to achieve
good accuracy. From the duration per RPM reading recorded in the current work (2.2 s per reading),
monitoring with the RPM across the whole farm will require 5.9 h. Anecdotal evidence from dairy
farmers indicates that this task could require ≈3 h on average, suggesting that farmers would work
with reduced numbers of steps as we recommend here, and therefore increased error. Considering
30.3 Australian dollars (A$) per hour as imputed labor cost for the farmers’ time [1], monitoring the
whole farm every week could cost the farm somewhere between 91 and 182 A$/week (for 3–5.9 h,
respectively). The additional labor costs could be offset by the ≈10% increase in milk production
expected from systematic pasture monitoring [7], which would be around 1,605 A$/week for an average
Australian dairy farm milking 273 cows, producing 17 L/cow.d and receiving a farmgate milk price of
A$ 0.50/L [36]. While the return on the use of the RPM is clear, the use of the RPM on dairy farms is
sparse [8,9], and as such, the combination with satellite technology may be able to fill this gap.

Results from both satellites showed good accuracy in the calibrations (Figure 3). However,
particularly for Planet satellite in R1, the growth rate was underestimated by ≈20% compared to the
RPM (Figure 6b). Such a difference could represent, at the end of the regrowth period, a variation of
≈400 kg DM/ha. This could be due to the differences in pasture biomass between R1 and R2; however,
given that only two regrowth periods were evaluated in this experiment, these results cannot be
conclusive and further investigation is required. A method proposed in this experiment, where the
satellite is calibrated using an electronic RPM integrated with a GNSS, could still be appealing and
convenient for dairy farmers, particularly with large farm areas. The results showed that using
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uncalibrated satellites has poor performance; however, calibrating satellites with calibrated RPM or
even with uncalibrated RPM, improved accuracy. A satellite calibrated with an uncalibrated RPM
was utilized in New Zealand by Mata et al. [19]; however, they used images with only 1 month of
temporal resolution and 10–20 m of spatial resolution, which is lower than the resolution of Planet
images. These results highlight that there is an opportunity to use newer satellites with increased
temporal and spatial resolution calibrated periodically with a RPM to improve accuracy. As shown
here, this could be conducted with an uncalibrated RPM with no necessity of performing pasture cuts,
saving a significant amount of labor and reducing operator bias. Additionally, the use of satellite
imagery opens the possibility of producing maps (e.g., NDVI or enhanced vegetation index, EVI) to
identify areas of high spatial variability, setting in advance more efficient sampling.

A clear difference in the number of observations between both satellites evaluated was observed,
which significantly impacted the reliability of the estimations. For Sentinel-2 twin satellites, with a
temporal resolution of 5 days, 6 days of cloudy weather could represent 15 days of missing data,
which would certainly limit the scope of technology. Contrarily, for Planet’s CubeSats constellation
with images available on average every 1.7 days, the impact of cloud cover on the missing data
could be significantly reduced. Other factors, such as the sun position or the satellite elevation angle,
may also affect the quality and availability of the images [37]. Additionally, it is important to consider
that for small paddocks or grazing strips as those typically used in small dairy farms (e.g., less than
1 ha per paddock), the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 might not be adequate for providing reliable
measurements [38]. However, it is also worth mentioning that contrary to Sentinel-2, Planet images are
not freely available for commercial use, something that farmers need to consider when assessing the
cost-benefit of using one satellite or the other.

Previous studies have shown the possibility of fusing images from two or more satellites [39] as
a viable solution for reducing the impact of the missing data. In our experiment, this would have
increased, from 42% to 47%, the number of images utilized. Other research showed the potential
to integrate satellite with weather data to build more complex growth rate predictive models and
overcome some of these issues [24]. Additionally, it has been proposed the use of synthetic-aperture
radars (SARs), i.e., satellites that transmit microwaves from an antenna to the surface and receive
back the signal, as an option to overcome this problem because they can operate regardless of the
weather conditions [17]. However, SARs also present limitations such as problems distinguishing
the signal response associated with the vegetation from moisture, and loss of spatial resolution
after image processing [17,40]. In contrast, the use of multispectral cameras mounted on unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) offer more opportunities to deal with low temporal resolutions and weather
conditions, providing at the same time images with a high level of detail [41]. For instance, in the
United States, Insúa et. al. [34] used UAV to not only estimate pasture biomass accurately, but also
map spatial variability with a resolution of 6 cm. These authors also demonstrated that it is possible to
accurately predict changes in the nutritive value of grasses through integration of pasture biomass
data (derived from UAV) into a model that predicts changes in leaf morphogenesis. Additionally,
in Australia, researchers were able to increase the accuracy of biomass estimations by integrating
UAV derived spectral and structural data (i.e., height obtained from 3D datasets generated with 2D
images) using a machine learning framework [42]. Weekly information on pasture cover and average
growth rate is required for accurate pasture management and timely decision-making. In this regard,
the weather conditions could have a significant impact on optical satellite data availability, however,
other technologies available such as UAV can be used to deal with this.

5. Conclusions

This research showed that ≈70 RPM readings per paddock (approximately 60/ha) sampled across
the middle of the paddock could provide an accurate estimation of pasture biomass (±5% error).
Weekly monitoring a whole farm with the electronic RPM could cost between $91 and $182 per
week, which is more than offset by the economic benefits of monitoring pastures systematically.
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Current satellite technology has the potential to monitor pasture biomass, reducing the time required
for this task but also providing measurements almost every 2 days. However, for achieving a reasonable
accuracy, the technology needs to be calibrated, for example, with an electronic RMP with positioning.
More research under more extended periods and sites is needed to quantify this accurately. Finally,
there is an opportunity to evaluate the use of technologies such as UAVs and other ground-based remote
sensors, and the integration of data from multiple sources to improve the accuracy of the estimations.
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